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Abslmrt. High-re,olLlion Bnllo~'n ,peclroscJp) \$as uscd rosrud) Ihc elajtc propcnicrol 
RD,LIH;(SO.J: and K.LiH:tSO:J. cr)rla.s. I n  conlran IO earlier sludies of thc former 
compo-nd thr. p r e rm re,ultj indicalc thvi the ferrocla,lic phasc l r ~ n ~ i t  on. uhich occurs 
31 ~pprn~im3tely I15 K. i,ofrhe4 - 2 lypc rarher than  ~ O I -  mm2 ~ s p r r ,  iously br.lie!ea 
4 n  ~ppropriuie Ihcorcucal model using 3 tuo.cumponen1 order parimztcr ircc cncrs) 
c\pdn,ion hashem prercnled bascdon thc Landau tneor) K,LtH,(SO.).docs no1 appeir 
IO be icrroelamc in rhe rcmpcr;alurc r3ngc examintd and onl) exhibits a slight chmge m 
slope of Ihc rcmpcr~turc plol\ for chs11c con\ticnls dr,oculed ni lh  IonSuJdinal phonon, 

1. Introduction 

Crystals with the general formula A4Li H3(B04)+ where A = Rb or K and BO4 = 
SO4 or Se04, show tetragonal symmetry at room temperature and in most of the cases 
undergo structural phase transitions (Krajewski era1 1988, Minge and Krajewski 1988. 
Mroz and Laiho 1989, Poiomska and Smutny 1989). 

From recent results, it is known that R~,L~H,(SO,),(RLHS) undergoesaferroelastic 
phase transition at about 130K. The formula for thiscrystal was reported by Woiejko et 
a1 (1988) and Mroz et a1 (1988, 1989a) as LiRbS(S04)2 1.5 HISO,; however. recent 
chemical analyses have led to its new formula Rb,Li H3(S0,), for which a better fit of 
the measured density value to that calculated from the x-ray studies has been obtained. 
The ferroelastic properties were manifested by the existence of a domain structure 
sensitive to mechanical stress and by the acoustic phonon softening observed inde- 
pendently in studies of the elastic properties, of this crystal, by the series impedance 
method (Woiejko er a/ 1988) and by the Brillouin scattering technique (Mroz eta1 1988, 
1989a). From the results of these investigations. the observed phase transition type 
appears to be 4mm + mm2. It was also demonstrated by Mr6z ef a/ (1989a) that the 
coupling term, involving the spontaneous strain and the polarization, appears to explain 
the observed incomplete softening of the c, elastic constant during this pseudo-proper 
transition. 

X-ray investigations carried out by Pietraszko and Lukaszewicz (1988), on the other 
hand, showed the RLHS crystal to have the symmetry of the point group 4 (space groups 
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P4, or P4,), at room temperature. For such a prototype symmetry, the theory of 
ferroelastic second-order phase transitions (Toledano et a1 1983) requires that the 
low-temperature phase by monoclinic 2. At the same time, however, Pietraszko and 
tukaszewicz (1988) suggest the presence of orthorhombic distortion in the low-tem- 
perature phase. Very recent results, from x-ray investigations (Zuniga etnl1990). show 
that RLHS is built up of layers characterized by opposite signs in optical activity and 
belonging to the space groups P4, and P4,. 

Consequently, although the more reliable x-ray results are inconsistent with theory 
and other previous work discussed above (especially those concerning the low-tem- 
perature phase), the structural transition sequence 4- 2 w'ill be assumed in the prsent 
paper. Such a phase transition model also applied to K,LiH,(SO,), (KLHS) which is 
isomorphous to RLHS. Elasticpropertiesof KLHS were studied using the series impedance 
method and the Brillouin scattering technique (Mroz and Laiho 1989). These inves- 
tigations, however, did not reveal complete acoustic phonon softening. It was found 
that the temperature dependence of the Brillouin shifts related to the longitudinal 
phononsexhibitedonlychangesin theirslopeat T, = 115 K. Duetoahighlevelofnoise, 
it was not possible to observe any temperature changes in the velocities of transverse 
phonons, which could be directly related to a posible soft acoustic mode. 

Thus, the aim here is to reexamine the previous Brillouin scattering results (Mr6z er 
U/  1988, 1989a) in RLHS using the newly postulated phase sequence 4 + 2 .  Such a 
transition should be accompanied by the appearance of a soft acoustic mode of a more 
complicated form (Boccara 1964) in comparison with thec,,elastic constant (in thecase 
of 4mm- mm2). The 4+ 2 transition also involves some changes in the theoretical 
model given by Mroz ern/ (1989a) and will be discussed in section 4. 

Anothergoal of the present work is to complete the Brillouin scattering investigation 
of KLHS. namely the temperature-dependence ofthe velocitiesofthe transverse phonons 
since the necessary condition for the crystal to be ferroelastic (namely a change of the 
crystal system) is fulfilled. 

2. Experimental procedure 

Crystals of RLHS and KLHS were grown isothermally at 310 K by the dynamic method 
from anacidaqueoussolution (pH S 1)of theappropriateinitial salts( pure for analysis) 
in stoichiometric proportions in the Crystal Physics Laboratory (Institute of Physics, A 
Mickiewicz University, Poznari, Poland). The accuracy of the sample cut was better 
than 0.15". Samples of several different orientations were prepared in the form of cubes 
(5 x 5 x 5 mm3) to measure the sound velocities along the crystallographic axes and the 
bisectors of these axes. Samples of RLHS, for angular dependence measurements of the 
soft acoustic mode, were also prepared to verify the effect of incomplete softening of the 
transverse acoustic phonons, observed in the previous Brillouin scattering investigations 
(Mr6z et al1989b) and in the ultrasonic measurements (Hempel et U/ 1988, Breqzewski 
eta1 1990). 

The Brillouin spectrometer has been described in detail in previous papers (Mroze t  
a[ 1989b). The incident light was provided by a stabilized single-mode argon-ion laser 
(Spectra Physics 2020) operating at 514.5 nm. The scattered light was analysed at 0 = 
90" with a piezoelectiically scanned triple-pass Fabry-Perot interferometer (Burleigh 
RC-110). The finesse was 50 and the measured contrast ratio was about IO6. 
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Table 1: Some physicalpropertiesdescribing4mm - mm2and4- 2 ferroelastic transitions. 

Old New 

Transition 4mm-mm2 4-2  

Orientation of c y  
crystallographic axes 

Soh elastic constant puf c, 
&IC,, - C , ,  + cI* - 
>‘(C,, - c,i - c,)2 + Scbl 

cli, # 0 for the c,,.c,,,cu c,,,c,,>cu.c,, 
prototype phase c,.c,,.c,, CI1. Cl,. Clh 

Spontaneous strain e, e ,  - e ,  ande, 
Soft mode direction [100]-[010] [IIO] 

The sound velocities U were found from the measured frequency shifts AV using the 
Brillouin equation: 

U AAv(ni + n i  - 2n,nscos 6’)”‘’ (1) 
where A is the wavelength of the incident light and n, and n, are the refractive indices for 
the incident and scattered light, respectively. Refractive indices of RLHS were found by 
comparing the crystal samples with several liquids (Cargille Labs) of known refractive 
indices. It was found that n, = n, = 1.462 and n, = 1.468. For KLHS it was found that 
n, = nr = 1.46 and n, = 1.44 using a microscopic method. The elastic constants of the 
crystals werefoundusingsolutionsoftheequationofmotionfor the three acousticwaves 
propagating in the direction Q as given by: 

Icijk,qjqk - Puz l  = (2) 
where qi. qk are the direction cosines of Q, p is the density of the crystal (2.81 g cm-j for 
RLHS and 2.3 g cm-’for KLHS using the x-ray data of Pietraszko and tukaszewicz, 1988) 
and cgk, are elastic stiffness tensor components. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. RLHS 

In order to clarify the differences imposed by the newly postulated type of phase 
transition in RLHS, several properties describing the ‘old’ ( 4 ” z  “2) and ‘new’ 
(4+ 2) transitions, have been collected in table 1. As is evident from this table, the soft 
elasticconstant (forpoint group.l), whichvanisheswhen T -  T,, hasamorecomplicated 
form in comparison to the chh elastic constant for point group 4”. This is related to the 
form of spontaneous strain for the 4- 2 transition, namely a(e,  - ez) + pea and the 
corresponding eigenvalues of the elastic constant matrix, given in the form (Boccara 
1964): 

The expressions for pu’ as a function of the elastic constants for point group 4 are 
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[Oil] =[lOl] T y , ,  -+ y” - A y 2  + B y  - C= 0 [r:3 
given in table 2.  Since the transition 4 + 2 may involve the onset of spontaneous strain 
in thexy-plane the present studiesconcern mainly thosephononsrelated to the ( E ,  - ez) 
and eb components of  the strain tensor. 

The temperature dependences of the Brillouin shifts for the quasi-longitudinal 
phonons (modes y ,  and y,) propagating in the [loo] and [I101 directions are given in 
figure l (n). The quasi-transverse phonons for these directions are given in figure l(6) 
for the y2 mode and figure l(c) for the ys mode. The frequency shift of the y,mode falls 
fromS.lOGHzat295Ktol.95GHzat Tc(=115K). 

To confirm the location and nature of the  minimum, temperature dependences of 
the Brillouin shifts for the transverse phonons propagating in two directions deviating 
from [ 1101 by 5 and 9 degree angles have been plotted in figure l(c). As is seen from this 
part of the figure the observed modes y x ,  yk and y i  become more stable as the angle of  
deviation is increased. This stabilization effect (of the temperature behaviour) for the 
soft mode is also evident from the temperature dependences of the integrated intensity 
(Itot) as measured for the same orientations around the [I101 direction (see figure 2). 
According to Fabelinskii (1968), Zm,mcg for the [110] direction and this relation 
becomes less pronounced as the angle of deviation is increased. Broadening of the 
Brillouin lines was observed only for phonons propagating within the limits of exper- 
imental error along the [110] direction, whereas the increase of Z,,,, for the remaining 
directions was related only to the increase of the mode intensity and where the full width 
at half maximum (FWHM) was equal to the instrumental width Tinn = 0.5 GHz in the 
entire temperature region studied. 

Using the results given in figure 1 it was possible to calculate the pu’ values for 
various temperature for phonons propagating in the xy-plane, as given in figure 3. By 
solving the set of four equations, pu2  = f(cijk,) for the yi modes (wherei = L2.7  and 8). 
the temperature dependences of the elastic constants related to the spontaneous strain 
were found. The values of the elastic constants cllr c,,, cl2. cI6 and pus (where pug is 
stated for the soft elastic constant as given in table 1) for the RLHS crystal at 295 K and 
Tc, respectively, are given in table 3. 
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16, . , , . , , 

Figure 1. Temperature dependences of: ( a )  the  
Brillouin line shifts for the L-modes y ,  and y ,  of 
RLHS, (b)  and (c) the T-modes propagating in the 
xyplane. 

3.61 i 

. .... 
Figure 3. Temperature dependences of pu! cal- 
culated for the yj  modes (i = l. 2.7 and 8). 

Figure 2. Temperature dependences of the total 
intensity I ,  lor the yx ,  y: and y;  modes and the 
full width half maximum (FWHM) for ya. The 
instrumental width of 0.5GHz has been 
subtracted. 

C66 

I , O r - -  

200 3 
T(K) O , b O ' ! '  TC ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

0 

Figure 4. Temperature. dependences of the 
p&,. (c,, - c, ,) /2 and C~ elastic constants cal- 
culated for the prototype phase 4 of RLHS. 
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Table 3. Elastic Constants of RLHS at 295 K and T,, in units of 10'" N m-?. 
~ ~ 

Elastic constant 295 K T, 

Cil 3.30 3.26 
~~ ~ 

%I 4.17 4.65 
'CU 0.70 0.70 
Ch, 1.02 I .07 
C,: 2.40 3.09 
hC,6 -0.10 -0.20 
put 0.75 0.11 

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ 

'Since the'new'orientationofthecrystalaxesdoesnotaffectthe [001]direction. thevalues 
of cu and cu are taken from a previous paper (Mr6z era1 1989a). 
' Has a large uncertainty. 

The temperature dependences of elastic constants (cI1 - cI2)/2. 

and ebb are plotted in figure 4. As is evident from this figure neither (cII - cI2)/2 nor 
pu: reaches zero at T,. Consequently, the same temperature behaviour for the soft 
elastic constant is noted for the 4 - 2  transition as in the case of the 4mm-mm2 
transition, where c& was found to be strongly temperature dependent but different from 
0 at T,. Such behaviour was well explained in a previous theoretical model (Mroz el al 
1989a) through coupling between the  spontaneous polarization. P,  and the spontaneous 
strain, e,. The transition was found to be driven by the order parameter, Q, coupled to 
bothe,and P. It  is now necessary to verify this model according to the requirements for 
the newly postulated phase transition. This is done in detail in section 4. 

3.2.  KLHS 

Elastic properties of KLHS have been studied using the series impedance method and 
the Brillouin scattering technique (Mroz and Laiho 1989). The aim of the present 
investigation was tocomplete the BrillouinscatteringstudiesofKLHsespeciallyregarding 
the temperature-dependence of the  transverse phononvelocities. At roomtemperature. 
most of the Brillouin modes listed in table 2 have been observed. Table 4 contains the 
Brillouin shifts and the corresponding values of pu2 for KLHS at 295 K. Using these 
results, it is possible to calculate all non-zero components of the elastic constants of 
the point group 4. The proper values of the elastic constants were found using the 
requirement that the elasticenergy be positive (Fedorov 1968). which for the tetragonal 
system takes the form: cI1 > Icl2l, (cLI + c12)c33 1 2c$. cd4 > 0 and cb, > 0. Table 5 
contains the  values of the elastic constants of KLHS at 295 K. 

In addition, the temperature dependencesof the transversephononvelocities related 
to the Brillouin modes y2,  y8 and yu. have been checked. The results obtained are given 
in figure 5. As is evident, all three frequency shifts are only linearly temperature 
dependent in the entire temperature region studied and show a slow increase with 
decreasing tempefature. All modes presented in figure5 were found to show a relatively 
low scattering power, which made observation of the y8 mode impossible below 200 K. 
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Table 4. Brillouin scattering shifts and correrpondingpv' for KLHS at 295 K (as for table 2). 

Brillouin shift p"' 
Mode (GHd (10"'Nm-') 

16.81 4.04 
9.48 1.28 

17.32 4.32 
8.00 0.91 

17.33 4.28 
8.59 1.05 
7.98 0.91 

15.95 3.63 
10.00 1.43 
8.82 1 . 1 1  

- - 

- - 

TableS. Elasticconstantsfor KLHSat 295 K. 

CI I  C*i CA4 CM CI' CO Clh 

4.40 4.32 0.91 1.29 1.94 -0.90 -0.063 
20.07 +0.07 ?0.05 A0.06 A0.08 AO.10 tO.O1O 

Figure 5. Temperature dependences of the Bril- 
T (K) lollin shifts Of trdnSYerSe modes for KLHS. 

4. Theoretical model 

In our earlier publication on this topic (Mroz eta[ 1989a), a Landau model was provided 
based on what now' appears to be an incorrect assumption, namely that the transition is 
of the 4"- mm2 type. As argued in the present paper we now believe that the 
transition typeis4+ 2instead. However, bothtypesoftransitionhavemuchincommon, 
e.g. being of second order (Boccara 1964) and admitting very similar free energy 
expansions. The main difference is in the assignment of primary and secondary order 
parameters. It was previously argued that the transition is of improper ferroelastic 
character where the primary order parameter, Q, has not been identified and secondary 
order parameter, spontaneous strain, e,, has been assigned to e,. However, in view of 
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the more accurate measurements described in the present paper, it  appears that the 
primary order parameter is 17 = e, - e2 and the secondary one is a = eb. Thus, the 
spontaneous strain eS may be seen as a two-component quantity: es = a(e ,  ~ e2)  + pew 
This is consistent with the current identification of the transition type (Boccara 1964). 
In addition, there is evidence of strong coupling to the dielectric polarization, P ,  
(Wotejkoetd 1988)which exhibitscrossover behaviour (Mrozetal1989a) in thevicinity 
of T, where a square-root dependence of P on temperature for T >  T,changes to a linear 
dependence below T,. 

Since many of the details of the calculations of equilibrium properties of the system 
remain unchanged compared with those of earlier publication on this topic (Mroz eta1 
1989a), it is our intention to keep the present exposition coincise and highlight only the 
main features of the theoretical development. The main point to note is that second- 
order phase transitions require a quartic Landau free energy expansion. However, a 
single-order parameter expansion would then inevitably lead to complete mode soften- 
ing. In the present case. we deal with a two-component order parameter which is in 
addition coupled to other non-critical modes. namely polarization, P, and the remaining 
elastic strain components, e,. In order to include only those terms i n  the expansion that 
do not violate symmetry requirements, we simply consult earlier exhaustive studies of 
such types of phase transitions. More specifically. following the general principles 
of free energy expansion published by Toledano et a1 (1983), Boccara (1964) and 
Errdndonea (1980). an appropriate Landau free energy expansion is postulated in the 
form of a convergent power series comprising several distinct contributions due to 
particular physical mechanisms 

F =  FI(v.@ +F,(P)+Fl?(17.a,P)+F,,(17,'e,) (3) 

q = e l  -e ,  and u = e ,  (4) 

where, as mentioned above: 

are the two components of the order parameter, and the various contributions to the 
free energy are given below. First, the free energy of the two components of the order 
parameter including their bilinear interaction is 

Fl(q. a) = 1c20a' + !c,a4 + ic2,,q7' + ic,,,$ + ,uqa ( 5 )  

where cl0 = a, (T - To) and cj0 - a,, ( T  - p:). This is the form required by symmetry 
arguments for the 4- 2 sequence of second-order transitions as demonstrated by 
Boccara (1964). Then. the dielectric polarization energy F 2 ( P )  (which corresponds to 
F,(P) in Mr6z et a1 1989a) is given by 

Fz(P)  = B:P' + B4P' $x-'P" - E d f ( W  (6)  

Here x is a mean-field dielectric susceptibility of the sample and Eeff is the molecular 
effective electric field due to spontaneous polarization of the material. The approximate 
form on the right-hand side of (6)  when minimized with respect to P yieldsspontaneous 
polarization as 

Ps(T) = zE,ff(T) %[b(Tp - T,)/2B,]1!2[1 + I(T, - T)/(Tp - T,) t . , .] (7) 
and B2 = b(T-  T,) with Tp denoting the transition temperature to the spontaneously 
polarized phase where it  has been assumed that Tisclose to Tc, which is well below T,, 
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Polarization, P,  is coupled to  both a and q through biquadratic terms which are the 
lowest order ones allowed by symmetry principles 

F,2(7?, 0. P )  = ( ( U / Z ) U *  + (A/2)v')P'. (8) 

Finally, the term FI3 includes the energy of all other elastic modes and their predominant 
coupling to q with an additional coupling amongst the remaining modes carried out to 
third order as 

F ~ ~ ( v ,  ei) = E' c!e? + E ceeiei + E' cqiej + q 2  E' c!ivei 
i i t j  i i 

+ E c$eieje, + '12  E'cyijqeiei 
i . i .k  i.j 

(9) 

Here, E', denotes summation over all the remaining modes other than a and q. Mini- 
mization of the free energy with respect to all independent thermodynamic variables is 
straightforward and yields the equations of state for the equilibrium values of U, U ,  P 
and ei as follows 

aF/ao = cz0g + c ~ ~ u ~  + p q  + U O P ~  = o (10) 

which implies that 11 = 0 whenever U = 0. Then, 

Hence U = 0 if q = 0. Next, 

aF/aP = x - l p  - E,<~(T) + A+P + U O ~ P  = 0 

P = P,(T)/(l + Ax$ + U X O * )  

(12) 

implying that P = PJT)  when q = U = 0 while 

(13) 

otherwise. Herewe have used B2 = b(T-  T,) where Tpis the transition temperature to 
the polarised phase and obviously Tp* T,. Finally, the other strain components satisfy 

From these equations we find that: 

(i) For T >  T, (the actual transition temperature): q = U = 0 (paraelastic phase) 
andP = Ps(T).  Equations(l3) and(7) indicateasquare-root dependenceofpolarization 
on temperature. From (14) the remaining strain components yield e , =  0 or 
e, = -2c:/3cg, = e? which may or may not be zero (Mroz etaf 1989a). 

(ii) For T < T, the equilibrium phase is ferroelastic and the transition at T = T, is of 
second order, yielding (as in Mr6z et a[ 1989a) 

7 E d,(T, - T)'I2 u = d,(T, - T)'/* (15) 

where d,, and do are critical amplitudes depending on the various coupling constants of 
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the model (Mroz et al 1989a). Furthermore, using (15) with (13) indicates that the 
polarization experiences a crossover to a linear dependence on T through 

P(T) = Ps(Tc){l + [$(TP - TJ- '  - >.xCf; - q d 2 , ] ( T ,  - T )  + . . .} (16) 

comparing favourably with experiment (Wokjko et a1 1988). The other components of 
the strain tensor obey 

e, = + 6,(T, - T)]'I2 (17) 
where e: is the equilibrium value above T, and 6, is a parameter which depends on 
various coupling constants (Mr6z et a1 1989a). 

It is important to calculate the second-order elastic coefficients based on this model. 
They are obtained as 

and 

cw + 3c&,u2 + vP2 a 2F 
a u2 

Ck=--= 

for the two components of the order paramet& and 

for the remaining strain components. It is clear that c , ~  and c;, should not exhibit anom- 
alous behaviour and c;, is expected to be affected only slightly by the ferroelastic phase 
transition. On the other hand, both c2, and c,, should be affected by it  to different 
degrees since the terms are proportional to q 2  and U', respectively. Assuming that q is 
the primary order parameter during the transition, i.e. that (the symmetry breaking 
temperature for the q component) is close to the actual transition temperature T,, while 
To (the symmetry breaking temperature for the U component) is further removed from 
it, it may be concluded that c2, should exhibit a pronounced non-zero minimum at T, 
and increase on either side of T, almost linearly with 1 T -~ T,] according to: 

c2, = c2,(T,)  + CY;,, IT, - 4 + . . . (23) 
where '+' refers to T >  T, and '-' to T <  T,. From the stability analysis of the free 
energy (hlr6z et a1 1989a), i.e. the condition 6'F = 0 at T = T, where a2Fis  the second 
variation of F ,  it follows that 

Cz,(T,) = P2/ao(Tc - Tu) ' 0. (24) 
Since Tu T,, ck is expected to be affected only by secondary effects close to Tc, i.e. 
through the coupling of U with q and the coupling of P with q .  Thus, a small change in 
the slope of cz0( 7") seen experimentally and reported in this publication (see figure 4) is 
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consistent with the model presented here. In addition to that, the crossover behaviour 
of polarization agrees well with this model as discussed previously (Mroz ef al1989a). 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper the results of high-resolution Brillouin spectroscopy measurements were 
reported that were concerned with the elastic properties of two compounds: 
Rb,LiH3(SO4), and K4LiH3(S0&. The temperature range in our investigations was 
from100to300 K. Itwas found that thefirstcrystalundergoesasecond-orderferroelastic 
phase transition at approximately T, = 115 K and that the transition is probably of the 
4+ 2 type rather than the 4mm + mm2 type as previously claimed (Mr6z er a1 1989a). 
Consistently with these results, it was assumed that the order parameter is two-com- 
ponent with its primary components being q = ( e ,  - e*) and the secondary one, U = eb 
In the observed range of temperatures, the elastic constant $(cl, - cIz) associated with 
q exhibits incomplete softening, while c,,, which is associated with U shows a very small 
dependence on temperature. The theoretical model provided in the paper was based on 
a Landau expansion for q and U with additional couplings to polarization, P, and other 
elastic modes. The two coupling terms involving the interactions between P ,  q and U 

appear crucial in the qualitative description of the transition. First of all, they are 
indispensable in explaining the crossover behaviour of P(T) ,  and secondly, they provide 
a rationale for the incomplete softening of c2,,. 

By comparing the temperature dependences of the frequencies of the longitudinal 
(Mroz and Laiho 1989) and transverse phonons of KLHS with those observed for RLHS it 
may be surmised that KLHS is not ferroelastic. The only indication of a phase transition, 
in KLHS, is a slight change in slope of the curves for the longitudinal phonons at T, = 
115 K. Noneof theobserved transverse modeswasfound to beaffected by the transition. 

Raman scattering investigations of both these materials are being carried out and 
may clarify the question of the order parameter in RLHS and the nature of the phase 
transition in KLHS. 
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